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The Field & HEMF Emotional Signatures 

The Human Electromagnetic Field is many things. It is the seat of the ego in the HES 

and it acts as a bridge between the subtle world of the Sacred Anatomy and the EMF 

world of the bio layer and the energy it produces around itself we call the Human 

Electromagnetic Field.  

 

The HEMF it the seat of excess chi in the structure and has a subtle vibration that can 

be felt physically. As the container of extra chi it is able to collect and hold discreet 

signatures that are related to and produced by the frustrations and stresses of 

everyday life.  

 

While not exclusive to the HEMF, these signatures have a different effect on the whole 

structure in this location. Electromagnetically charged, emotionally based, signatures 

stored in the HEMF respond more intensely than signatures do in any other part of the 

structure. Your ego and personality can be affected by unnoticed negative signatures. 

They hold and reflect a broad range of subtle distresses and irritations.  

 

The HEMF also acts as a receptacle that can hold historical emotional content as old 

reflective signatures. This would be emotions experienced during this physical lifetime, 

not karmic or reflecting past life events. Historic signatures, which are signatures from 

earlier experiences in the current life hovering in the r-layers of the HEMF will read as 

current emotions. These life-history signatures can escalate emotional experiences 

more rapidly and more intensely than normal.  

 

Upbeat positive signatures like happiness, joy, ecstasy, and excitement also have a 

powerful impact on all other emotional events. All of these types of emotional 

signatures held in the structure establish themselves like an aroma in the HEMF.  
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It’s fascinating to realize your mood is utterly reflective of the underlying subtle anatomy 

reactions to life and the signatures that have shaped these historic emotional 

experiences.  

 

The subtle anatomy exists to implement the soul’s purpose in the life. All these 

emotionally charged signatures reflect the effectiveness of that goal. They may or may 

not be profound emotions as they stand alone, but when they combine their influence is 

felt intimately by the HEMF as a motivation that shapes the reaction and climate of the 

personality. 

 

Signatures like: grumpy, cranky, irritated, impatient, paranoid, judgmental, self-

indulgent, overwhelmed as a state of being, overloaded, ignored, feeling sorry for 

yourself, and so on, are the kind found in the HEMF. A signature like this may be 

based in personality tendencies instead of a specific upset or problem and actually 

represent a conglomerate of energies.  

 

The layering of signature upon related and vibrationally connected signature produce 

a strong reaction in the actions and behaviors of the personality. They essentially 

become the emotional driver that creates personality traits; storing the historical 

emotional content within the HEMF as HEMF Emotional Signatures. The combining of 

several energies creating a distinct energetic then collect into a signature related 

exclusively to this lifetime and the circumstances of this life. In the HEMF these 

emotional signatures are driven by the emotional content held in the Field.  

 

The advent of a signature rising in the psyche to create a trait and the subsequent 

presence of it in the HEMF will not escalate to a state of a wound or a trauma. This is 

because these signatures are based in an ego reaction and have formed the habitual 

reactive view point or stance of the personality.  A mood producing signature can act 
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like debris that freezes the ability of the personality to move into spaciousness. To resist 

relaxing into a happy state is another signature that can act as a driver of the evolution 

of a personality trait of pessimism and doubt. The flip side is of course, signatures that 

can be good and helpful. They can feel comforting and create a sense of well-being that 

is beneficial to mood and subtly supportive for the personality as it is influenced by 

much more than hormones, biological chemicals, and behavioral training.  

 

Always remember the HEMF is a reflective system. It shines out like a radiant Sun the 

knowledge of deeply personal awareness while the personal and ego collect 

experiences as signatures and cultivates them into an identity. The HEMF holds and 

expresses the energies and impulses surrounding it that originate in the Layers and 

Blended Energies Systems. The bioenergetic influences of these systems on the 

physical body all stimulate the HEMF constantly which produces lived results as 

conclusions the self-identified persona makes in life. Mood arises out of the influence of 

the bio, emotional, primal and mental layers and their accompanying chakras and is 

then cultivated in the corresponding reflective layers and chakras of the HEMF.  

A functioning disposition is then shaped by the influence of both subtle and manifest 

energies as they are related to events and experiences.  

 

This mixing and blending of influences forms the character, the style of relating, and 

crafts the general condition of the psyche. Weeding out a negative influence can shift 

not just the mood but the effectiveness of the personality and how it functions. The 

SAEM focus here is on supporting the HEMF to release that which is unnecessary.  

Some signatures are necessary and in fact helpful for personal development.  

 

All SAEM works to reveal in many different ways the true self. This piece more than 

many others addresses issues confronted in daily living that cause personal difficulty 

and pain because “this is just how I respond” to pain and trauma.  
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